
COURSE DESCRIPTION
1. GENERAL
SCHOOL MUSIC AND AUDIOVISUAL ARTS

DEPARTMENT AUDIO AND VISUAL ARTS

LEVEL Undergraduate

COURSE CODE AUD622 SEMESTER 6th

COURSE TITLE Digital Sound Processing

INDEPENDENT TEACHING ACTIVITIES WEEKLY TEACHING
HOURS

ECTS

Lecture, Hands-on Lab 4 7

COURSE CATEGORY Specific Background

COURSE TYPE Elective

PREREQUISITES (TEC414)

LANGUAGE OF TEACHING
and EXAMINATIONS

Greek

THE COURSE IS OFFERED
TO ERASMUS STUDENTS

YES (In English)

URL https://avarts.ionio.gr/en/studies/undergraduate/courses-descriptions/aud622/

ECLASS

2. TEACHING RESULTS
Teaching Results
“Digital Sound Processing” is offered as an optional course for all undergraduate students during the 6th semester of
their studies at the department of audio and visual arts. The course overall aim is to provide an in-depth technological
and development aspect on topics related to digital signal processing techniques and effects. This will allow the
students to develop practical skills for optimally selecting the appropriate processing tool for implementing their
creative project, or for handling and adjusting them per their needs. Focus is particularly given in typical digital sound
processing fields, such as dynamic range processing, filtering, mixing and spatial panning techniques and how these
can be efficiently modeled in practice for developing optimal tools for artistic and creative purposes.

The successful attendance of the course offers the ability to the corresponding students to:

understand the basic steps for the development of traditional and modern digital audio effects,
design and develop general or specific purpose tools for digital audio processing, which can be employed in
state-of-the-art creative applications and digital art,
adjust existing tools, following additional application specific requirements,
describe the principles for the efficient design of a digital audio effect,
recognize the application-specific required for the development or the usage of a digital audio processor.

General Skills
Seek, analyze and synthesize data
Autonomous work
Team work
Project design and management
Freedom of thought

3. CONTENT
Introduction: a summary of the systems’ technology for management and processing of sound. Foundations of
analogue to digital sound conversion: sampling theory and jitter-induced distortions. Theory and practice of
quantization. Quantization-induced distortions. Oversampling and its impact on dynamic range extension. Discrete
time signals and systems: the impulse response concept. Basic audio data processing units: signal aggregation, delay
and gain control. Dynamic range effects: Spatial sound placement using stereo and multichannel audio playback
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setups (panning). Overview of digital filter technologies for sound applications. Digital filter implementation using gain
control and delay units for realizing audio effects. Delay-based effects: flanging, chorus. Reverberation units
explained. Equalizers and filter banks. Time-variable effects. Creating interactive audio effects using algorithmic
procedures.

Week #1: Introduction to digital sound processing, a short synopsis of the course content and aim. Basic definitions
for signals and systems, discrimination of analogue and digital ones. Advantages of digital processing methods. Brief
historic evolution of digital sound processors. Typical structure of digital systems targeted to audio applications.

Week #2: Principles of digital sound: analogue to digital conversion. Sampling theory: foundations and the aliasing
effect in both time and frequency domains. Antialiasing and reconstruction filters, typical impulse and frequency
responses. Sampling jitter as a common distortion type.

Week #3: Analogue to digital conversion: quantisation as a noise source model. Dynamic range definition and its
relation to the sound to noise ratio metric. Typical dynamic ranges for common digital audio systems and applications.
Coding of multi-dimensional signals.

Week #4: Advanced topics of analogue to digital conversion. Oversampling theory and practice. The effects of
oversampling on noise and bit resolution.

Week #5: Reduction of distortions imposed by quantisation. Dithering theory, dither as a stochastic process:
Dithering statistics and implementation issues. Quantisation and clipping. Noise-shaping techniques for quantisation
noise perceptual reduction.

Week #6: Mathematical representation of digital processing systems. Linear difference equations. Digital processing
algorithms categorisation. Real and non-real time processing: a comparison of the functional requirements. Typical
types of digital signals: the delta function and its importance for estimating a system’s impulse response.

Week #7: Dynamic range digital processors: the simple gain filter, mathematic description and response. The
concept of gain and amplification. Sound signal peak normalization. Compression and expansion techniques. Special
cases: noise gating. Electric guitar distortion effects and ring modulation techniques. Development and applications of
stereo tremolo effects.

Week #8: Additional types of dynamic range processing: RMS normalization. Fade-in and fade-out effects. Cross-
fading approaches for wavetable sound synthesis. Common time windowing functions. ADSR envelopes for dynamics
control.

Week #9: Spatial sound positioning: simple balance technique for stereo audio productions. Amplitude panning
techniques. Digital sound signals addition and mixing.

Week #10: Memory based signal processing. Digital memory dynamic management for real and non-real time
applications. Digital memory organization, buffering basic definitions. Common memory management types: stacks,
queues and circular buffers. Simple memory-based digital processing systems: the simple delay processing unit.

Week #11: Digital filters for audio applications: a comparison with the analogue processing world. Filter types: FIR
and IIR filtering. FIR and IIR filter design issues and examples, such as comb filters.

Week #12: Digital signal representation in the frequency domain. The discrete and fast fourier transform. Window
functions and their necessity for optimal frequency domain representation. Spectrogram definition and applications.
Filtering in different frequency bands. 

Week #13: Typical digital filter types: the simple delay filter as the basis for developing advanced filters, such as
flanger, chorus, slapback and echo. Reverberation effects: theory and practical implementation issues. Equalization
and filter banks. Digital filters for interactive environments.

4. TEACHING AND LEARNING METHODS - EVALUATION
TEACHING METHOD Lectures

USE OF INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION
TECHNOLOGIES

Enhanced by multimedia content.
The learning process is supported by the asyncrhonous e-
learning platform e-class.
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TEACHING STRUCTURE Activity Semester Workload
Lectures 26
Lab Practice 26
Literature Study and
Analysis

80

Practice and Preparation 43
Course Total (ECTS: 7) 175

EVALUATION OF STUDENTS Course evaluation is performed by written exams.
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